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In general, the problem of finding a specific submatrix in a larger matrix is of importance in several computer science disciplines. For example Boolean matrices, and their associated submatrices of 1's, play a central role in *data mining* problems such as *frequent itemset mining* \[[@CR13]\]. Moreover, finding a submatrix of 1's in the adjacency matrix of a graph *G* corresponds to finding a biclique of *G* \[[@CR13]\]. As the maximum edge biclique problem is NP-complete \[[@CR10]\], the complexity of searching for a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The above tasks , and can also be viewed as two-dimensional pattern matching: we search for any/min/max rectangular block of a matrix that matches a given template. In only one dimension, similar pattern matching problems can be described using *regular languages* \[[@CR2]\]. In this case, all the any/min/max tasks are solvable by a finite-state automaton-based algorithm in time linear in the input length \[[@CR8]\]. In two dimensions, these problems are easily definable via the notion of *local picture languages* \[[@CR5]\]. This is a formalism defining sets of two-dimensional arrays (so called *pictures*) for which the membership problem can be determined by looking at a window of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Triangle Finding problem is to decide whether a given undirected graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We further investigate the minimization and maximization variants of the search problem over Boolean matrices. For the min variant, we improve on Theorem [1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} by showing that the problem is solvable in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O\left( mn (\min \{m,n\})^{0.5302}\right) $$\end{document}$ time (Theorem [6](#FPar26){ref-type="sec"}). This algorithm is based on computing a *minimum witness* for Boolean matrix multiplication \[[@CR4]\]. However, it is likely impractical because it uses a fast rectangular matrix multiplication algorithm that involves a large constant factor.

The paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} establishes some required notions. Then, Sects. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} gradually present results for the problems , and .
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Searching for Any Matching Submatrix {#Sec3}
====================================

This section presents algorithms for that run in nearly linear time in the input matrix area, for every *a*, *b*, *c*, and *d*. In some cases an efficient algorithm is achieved by using properties of the minimum matching submatrix, so these algorithms also solve the corresponding problem (see Lemmas [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}).

Out of all problems, and are easiest to solve. It has already been shown in \[[@CR8]\] that reduces to finding a four-cycle in a bipartite graph. Here we give a more straightforward algorithm.
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-----
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Searching for a Minimum 2-by-2 Submatrix of 1's {#Sec4}
===============================================

In the previous section, we presented fast algorithms for minimization problems and . Here, we use preceding results for and to also obtain fast algorithms for and .

First, we introduce an algorithm for . The technique we apply requires several preparatory steps: a characterization of Boolean matrices that do not have as a submatrix (Lemma [5](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}), an algorithm solving whose complexity depends on the number of pairs of 1's within the same rows (Lemma [6](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}), and a fast algorithm solving approximately (Lemma [8](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}). Then, we can apply a similar approach to solve .
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Lemma 6 {#FPar13}
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Proof {#FPar14}
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For convenience, for each Boolean matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 7 {#FPar15}
-------
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Proof {#FPar16}
-----
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Quite analogously, the definition of *b* ensures that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma [7](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} and the defined set of blocks $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 8 {#FPar17}
-------
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Proof {#FPar18}
-----

The algorithm works as follows. For each block $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By Lemma [7](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 2 {#FPar19}
---------

is solvable in time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar20}
-----
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Let us identify a suitable subset of blocks in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Searching for a Maximum Matching Submatrix {#Sec5}
==========================================

We first prove that the problem is Triangle Finding-hard for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar24}
-----

By the same reasoning given in the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, it suffices to prove Triangle Finding-hardness for problems , , , and . We first present a fine-grained reduction from Triangle Finding to . We then adapt the reduction to the other three problems.
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Triangle Finding-hardness of is implied by the following property.
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The maps can be computed based on a minimum witness for Boolean matrix multiplication \[[@CR4]\], and hence the time complexity of solving in this way coincides with the time complexity in \[[@CR4]\] for the minimum witness problem.

Lemma 9 {#FPar25}
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There is an algorithm that, for any *m* by *n* Boolean matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 6 {#FPar26}
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Conclusion {#Sec6}
==========

We investigated the complexity of Four Corner Problems over Boolean matrices. A Four Corner Problem is concerned with searching for a given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\times 2$$\end{document}$ submatrix in a given Boolean matrix. We demonstrated that minimum-area Four Corner Problems over Boolean matrices are solvable in nearly linear time in the input matrix area (Theorem [4](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"}) and maximum-area Four Corner Problems over Boolean matrices are Triangle Finding-hard (Theorem [5](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"}). The algorithms that we presented for the former problems might lead to efficient implementations, while the results achieved for the latter problems give rise to an interesting unresolved theoretical question: Are the maximum-area Four Corner Problems harder than the Triangle Finding problem? Going further, we suggest that a possible future direction is to investigate the complexity of Four Corner Problems over matrices with entries from larger alphabets.
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